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**Abstract** — RT-GRIS, our grid portal, has two purposes. One is effective CPU scavenging and other is supporting a great number of grid node. CPU-scavenging, cycle-scavenging, cycle stealing or shared computing creates a "grid" from the unused resources in a network of participants. It is an important technique for a distribution of grid job and node resource. And, if the grid portal uses fewer resources, those resources are more available to the grid nodes. Eventually the grid portal is supporting a great number of grid nodes. For this reason, the following four kinds of techniques are proposed, first is HDA(hierarchical data access), second is SMF(Standard Message Format), third is GRISP(GRIS Protocol), last is RRM(Rollback Recording Mechanism). RT-GRIS has been built and operated at real-fields which are M-Grid and U-Grid using these proposed conception. In this paper, architecture design and implementation of GRIS system are explained. Particularly, performance of RT-GRIS system is evaluated clearly.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Grid Computing means the sharing between many computing resources. And the Grid has three points. First is that coordinate resources which are not subject to centralized control. Second are that using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces. Last is that deliver nontrivial qualities of service.

A grid portal is a high-level tool that helps application users use the grid infrastructure more efficiently. However, the current technology of grid portals has limitations. The cpu scavenging, the main purpose of grid computing should be run more efficiently. Such as interactive-method or simple push-method, current node managing methods of grid node are limitations to perform CPU Scavenging. For this reason, the following four kinds of techniques are proposed, HDA, SMF, GRISP and RRM / RCM.

In this paper, we will present our grid portal, called RT-GRIS, from the viewpoints of advanced job-scheduling and fast information delivery system. In chapter 2, we will explain related work in RT-GRIS, the world-wide grid portal, cpu scavenging and job scheduling, polling and event method and MDS (The Monitoring and Discovery System). In chapter 3, we will provide our motivation and contribution. In chapter 4, we will discuss our system design conception. In chapter 5, we will explain about our system implementation. In chapter 6, we prove our proposition. Finally, we will present our concluding proposal.

2. RELATED WORKS

A. The study of the world-wide grid portal.

Nowadays, many labs are concentrating on research of Grid portals.[1][2][3][8][9][10][11][12][13] G-Monitor was developed in response to the need for Web-based portals that hide low level details of accessing Grid services for deployment and execution management of applications. It was developed by the University of Melbourne, Australia [6]. A Science Portal is a problem solving environment that allows scientists the ability to program, access and execute distributed "Grid" applications from a conventional Web Browser and other desktop tools. It was developed by Indiana University, USA [4]. The UCLA Grid Portal (UGP) is a web application that provides web services in support of high performance computing [7]. In order to construct Grid portals easily, many Development Kits were released. Some examples of these cases are the GPDK (Grid Portal Development Kit) [4] and the Gridsphere [5]. The Gridsphere project is focusing on the study of support for Globus Toolkit 4 Project and Web Service. It is not necessary to use the development tool-kits to construct Grid Portals, In fact, in many cases, Grid portals are developed directly without using the tool-kits. But when the tool-kits are utilized, they offer some advantages such as Plug & Play, reduced development time, etc. However, in order to use SNMP in MDS (Monitoring and Discovery System) of Globus, this grid portal are not able to execute fast grid resource information service. GRIS (Grid Resource Information Service) is our new grid portal for advanced job scheduling using fast grid resource information service.

Figure 1. World-wide grid portals

B. CPU Scavenging and Job Scheduling

CPU-scavenging, cycle-scavenging, cycle stealing or shared computing creates a “grid” from the unused resources in a network of participants whether worldwide or internal to an organization. Volunteer computing projects use the CPU scavenging model almost exclusively. In practice, participating computers also donate some supporting amount of disk storage space, RAM, and network bandwidth, in
addition to raw CPU power. Since nodes are likely to go "offline" from time to time, as their owners use their resources for their primary purpose, this model must be designed to handle such contingencies.

Job scheduling is a traditional issue in grid field. Job scheduling is a process of job distribution by node resource status. In this process, distribution and relocation method of job are important. Most of the grid portal was passively job scheduling. One job is distributed and placed according to grid nodes status at the time of execution of the job. But, the relocation of the job does not happen during execution of the job. When one node fault or node hanging is happened during the job execution, then the job will be stop in all nodes.

The job scheduling has these 3 cases. Case1 is that the job scheduling is not happening from the point of job starting to the point of job ending. Case 2 is that job scheduling is happening at the time-slice periods from the point of job starting to the point of job ending. Last case is that Job Scheduling is happening with real-time – node’s status information such as node-fault, node-crash or network-fault, etc.

If not expensive job-node switch cost such as a context switch, then the case3 scheduling is nice method. The ideal grid system shall have the following characteristics. Also, the following is our grid system’s goal.

- Real-time scheduling based on external, un-predictable events
- Automatic restart and recovery in event of failures
- Alerting and notification to operations personnel
- Generation of incident reports
- Audit trails for regulatory compliance purposes

C. Polling and Event method

In interactive system, if the system do not request, do not respond. Therefore, the grid-system cannot know whether any grid node’s problem is happened before the inquiry the node-information. But the push system doesn't look for the information the users want but actively send users the information they want. The push system is divided into two different ways. One is the polling method. Another is event method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. PUSH SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polling method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. MDS (The Monitoring and Discovery System)

The Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) is the information services component of the Globus Toolkit and provides information about the available resources on the Grid and their status. MDS uses the SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) internally. SNMP uses the polling method in gathering node-information. But, our MDS of RT-GRIS uses the event method.

3. MOTIVATION & CONTRIBUTION

RT-GRIS (Real-time Grid Resource Information Service) is our new grid portal for advanced job scheduling using fast grid resource information service.

RT-GRIS has two purposes. One is effective CPU scavenging and other is supporting a great number of grid node. CPU-scavenging, cycle-scavenging, cycle stealing or shared computing creates a “grid” from the unused resources in a network of participants (whether worldwide or internal to an organization). It is an important technique for a distribution of grid job and node resource. And, if the grid portal uses fewer resources, those resources are more available to the grid nodes. Eventually the grid portal is supporting a great number of grid nodes. For this reason, the following four kinds of techniques are proposed, first is HDA(hierarchical data access), second is SMF(Standard Message Format), third is
GRISP(GRIS Protocol), last is RRM(Rollback Recording Mechanism) / RCM(Reconnecting Mechanism).

4. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. HDA (Hierarchical Data Access)

Our Grid Portal has three hierarchical layers and is operated with some special method we called HDA. This HDA method has some useful factors for our data control method. A conceptual configuration in a common grid is shown in this figure.

![RT-GRIS conceptual configuration](image)

The data store has three locations in our grid system. They are place at main memory of connecting node, internal disk of connecting node and internal disk of central database server. We define the three layers base on this topic. We call these as MMDB layer, Node DB Layer and Center DB Layer. Data is located in one of three layers and decided placement by character of the data and data location is flowing. The three layers have hierarchical classes. First class is center DB layer. Second class is Node DB Layer. Third class is MMDB Layer. But, the data is stored in two places; one is the RT-GRIS-MDS-node in Grid Center Server. Another is the RT-GRIS-MDS-Node in Grid nodes.

![HDA (Hierarchical Data Access)](image)

B. SMF (Standard Message Format)

In our grid portal, for efficient communication, we were all unified communications protocol. we simply called SMF (Standard Message Format). The following are examples of packet format.

```
ARP|/home/stock/alpha-run/load/NeoWEBTr_mng|71986| stock|0.2|0.0|120|132|--|A|05:03:47|1:23|test|1|103642|0
- ARP : Process status type
- /home/stock/alpha~ : processing name and running directory name.
- 71986 : PID (process ID)
- stock : user
- 0.2 : %CPU
- 0.0 : %MEM
```

![SMF(Standard Message Format)](image)

C. GRISP(GRIS Protocol)

GRISP enables communication between nodes in real time. It has 4 parts. First is the session binding mechanism, second is the session breaking mechanism, third is the protocol for the historical monitoring and last is the protocol for the real time monitoring.

```
The session binding mechanism :
Client send HL(Hello) to the server, Server reply LH to client. There are established session binding.

At this time, Server gives a sequence number (ttyid) to the client. And Client connection information is managed using ttyid.

The session breaking mechanism:
Client send a BY(bye) to the server. at this time, Client and Server close socket.

The protocol for the historical monitoring:
Client send TI(TR inquiry) to the server, Server reply TR(TR Return) to client. This protocol is get to historical monitoring information data.

The protocol for the real time monitoring:
Delivering information which the node status fluctuated at real-time uses AI(Inquiry), AE(Stop) and AR(Data). In order to request data automatically, Client send AI to the Server. Server replies AR to client continuously. AR is a real-time monitoring data packet. When Client sends AE to client, It is stopped.

In order to know destination window for data received, TR and AR packets have a destination identity like a windows handle.
```

![GRISP(GRIS Protocol)](image)
The sequence number (ttyid) which is attached server is used for searching destination client, and server send packet to the client. The next step, In client, sends the received packet to a last destination window. in this case, the HWND is used. The right figure is the protocol specification of AI, AE and AR.

The real time monitoring packet has some type. The each type is divided with the auto id number. For examples, The auto id 1 is the CPU utilization value, the auto id 2 is a paging space value, and the auto id 99 is a resource idle value.

In addition, such as Polling, GRISP has a healthy check mechanism. When Client is alive, then send HB (Heart beat) packet to server every 5 seconds. Receiving packet, Server writes an arrival-time in the terminal management table at this server. Session manager in the server checks a time interval between a received-time and a current-time. If a time interval more than the decided position values, then Server closes the session. It is a management that the zombie clients are removed.

D. RRM (Rollback Recording Mechanism) / RCM (Reconnection Mechanism)

When it occur a network error status, we solve the fault using the RCM (Reconnection Mechanism). Additionally, system is rollback in previously condition. We use the RRM (Rollback Recording Mechanism) for this.

In Our System, communication protocol (or handshaking) is figure 9. First step is session start. Client send a start packet to server, then server send an OK packet to client.

After when it processes a session starting, it ready condition for client to request. If client send a request packet to server, then server send a response packet for request. When stock trading program is ended, client and server send and receive a close packet. Particularly, server sends a heart-beat packet to client at every 1 second. That is because it maintains a session between server and client. A heart-beat packet has a time-stamp which is wrote send-time by server. Client records a time-stamp with the received packet. The record value is useful data for checking session maintenance. If the time interval - between current time and arrival time when receive a last heart-beat packet- is bigger than 2 seconds, then we suppose to error status of network. Else then we suppose to normal status. Anyway, the heart-beat time stamp is very useful for checking the network.

When it occur a network error status, we solve the fault using the RCM (Reconnection Mechanism). First step of RCM is a sensing network error. When it uses a heart-beat time stamp, we know this situation easily. Second, we have to re-connect session between client and server. Third, we send a data for login such as ID, PASSWORD to server. 4th, because we have to use public certification processing in Korea stock market, send a data for certification processing to server. Last, in order to restore in previously situation, we send a data of input-fields which it requests previously. Finally, reconnection processing is OK.

A. System Architecture

Our grid portal solution is a user friendly approach to grid portal. And the design concept for Grid Friend includes availability, generalization, extension, stabilization, supporting of open system and tracing of technical trends.

The system architecture of our grid portal has installed in 3-parts which are grid-nodes, a grid-center node and a user’s PC. RT-GRIS is composed of four-parts, RT-GRIS-MDS-node, RT-GRIS-MDS-MSU, RT-GRIS-MDS-Center and RT-GRIS-Portal.

RT-GRIS-MDS-Center is located in the center-server of the grid system which collects, processes and views information distributed over grid nodes. The Center Server is composed of operating system UNIX and programmed by Ansi-C. RT-GRIS-MDS-node exists in each of computational nodes. The node agent sends status information to the control tower and performs commands received from the control tower. Most of computational nodes are composed of operating system UNIX and programmed by Ansi-C. RT-GRIS-Portal is installed in user’s PC. With this program, a user is able to monitor the status of node, control some tasks and equipment device as well. It is a type of Windows UI programs. RT-GRIS-MDS-MSU is a special equipment unit. This unit gets installed in some moving automobiles. RT-GRIS-MDS-MSU takes charge of sensing GPS as well as temperature and humidity data. It is a type of Windows agent.
programs. RT-GRIS-MDS-MSU is a test module that is available to use ubiquitous computing node.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 11.** System Architecture

### B. Experimental Conditions

We set the RT-GRIS to M-GRID node and U-GRID node. M-Grid node is the distributed computing nodes in Meritz securities company. We operate this system on a real field in order to show a really useful grid portal. Meritz securities has 34 branches nation-wide and one branch has one branch server. Then we have used these servers as grid nodes. U-Grid node composed of 10 Grid nodes in the ubiquitous grid lab, University of Seoul. Because these nodes are professional dedicated grid nodes, we were here important tests.
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**Figure 12.** Experimental Conditions

### 6. SYSTEM EVALUATION

Many world-wide labs are concentrating on research of grid portals and grid solutions nowadays. But, they have some weak points. Because they not have advanced job-scheduling and fast information delivery system, they are very hard to perform efficient CPU Scavenging and handling large number of grid nodes. To solving this reasoning, a grid system must have two features. One is that the job-scheduling should be real-time. Another is that the grid handling process should use fewer resources. For this reason, we propose the following. first is HDA(hierarchical data access), second is SMF(Standard Message Format), third is GRISP(GRIS Protocol), and last is RRM (Rollback Recording Mechanism) / RCM (Reconnecting Mechanism). To prove our proposition, the following were evaluated.

- Interrupt latency time measurements are short.
- CPU usage measurements are more efficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2.</th>
<th>Strong-point of RT-GRIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect</td>
<td>Interrupt latency time measurements are short.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDA</td>
<td>Frequently used data stored on the fastest device available, so data access is fast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMF</td>
<td>Tag - parsing overhead reduces more than using XML.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRISP</td>
<td>Event method push service uses, the response speed is fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRM / RCM</td>
<td>auto-reconnection functionality, so that reliable service is possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Interrupt latency time, or interrupt response time, is the sum of the cycle-time and the response-time in this system. The cycle-time(C-Time) is a process turnaround time in the grid node. And, the response-time(R-time) is the response time after completed processing between RT-GRIS-MDS-Center and RT-GRIS-Portal.
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**Figure 13.** Evaluation Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3.</th>
<th>Evaluation Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num</td>
<td>E-Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.03200000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This system shows that the average time within 500 milliseconds. This value is shorter than time-slice value in the context-switch of Linux or Unix kernel.

We measured the cpu-usage of RT-GRIS-MDS-node, RT-GRIS-MDS-Center and RT-GRIS-Portal. As a result,
RT-GRIS was very efficient more than any other world-wide portal. The following figure shows the measure of RT-GRIS (RT-GRIS-MDS-node, RT-GRIS-MDS-Center and RT-GRIS-Portal).

![Figure 14. CPU-Usage](image)

The following table details other grid solutions are compared.

**TABLE 4. Comparison diagram**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid Portal</th>
<th>Job Scheduling</th>
<th>Thread-based Light Processors, Legacy Parallel Extension</th>
<th>Chart/Animation</th>
<th>UI-Tools</th>
<th>MDS</th>
<th>Information Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT-GRIS</td>
<td>Job Scheduling Case 3 (Available)</td>
<td>Thread-based light processors, legacy parallel extension</td>
<td>Chart/Animation</td>
<td>UI-Tools</td>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>Information Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRT/Google</td>
<td>Have no Job Scheduling</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Text-based</td>
<td>MDS (Self-made)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>crimp-polling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGrade Portal</td>
<td>Job Scheduling Case 1 Interactive System</td>
<td>No Features</td>
<td>Text-based</td>
<td>WEB-MDS</td>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>crimp-polling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-Monitor</td>
<td>Job Scheduling Case 1 Interactive System</td>
<td>No Features</td>
<td>Text-based</td>
<td>WEB-MDS</td>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>crimp-polling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul-Grid Portal</td>
<td>Job Scheduling Case 1 Interactive System</td>
<td>No Features</td>
<td>Text-based</td>
<td>WEB-MDS</td>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>crimp-polling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA Grid Portal</td>
<td>Job Scheduling Case 1 Interactive System</td>
<td>No Features</td>
<td>Text-based</td>
<td>WEB-MDS</td>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>crimp-polling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This positive result is due to RT-MDS of RT-GRIS. RT-MDS uses a different mechanism by an index to collect information to the MDS of existing grid tool kits. Automatically, RT-MDS send grid resource information of nodes to the center-grid server by the RT-GRIS-MDS-Node agents. The service method of RT-GRIS is an event method push service. But, GIIS's of GT2-MDS send LDAP queries to remote servers and WS MDS Index servers of GT4-MDS use a plug-in-based architecture to support several mechanisms to collect information. The Globus Toolkit supplies plug-in that support collecting information via polling (resource property queries), subscription/notification, and by program execution.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed our grid portal, RT-GRIS. Specially, RT-MDS is a very important part of RT-GRIS, an advanced grid portal. RT-GRIS will enable us to solve the problem of the CPU scavenging and the job Scheduling. In addition, we have verified our system. RT-GRIS grid portal is designed specifically for the Seoul R&BD Program. However, it has been proven to be a useful architecture for common grid and ubiquitous environments as well. Of course, there is a need for some changes to be made in this system, but the basic concept is still useful. Finally, the improvement and standardization of the system are currently under progress.
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